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Abstract
Applying exact QCD sum rules for the baryon charge and energy-momentum we
demonstrate that if nucleons are the only degrees of freedom of nuclear wave func-
tion , the structure function of a nucleus would be the additive sum of the nucleon
distributions at the same Bjorken x = AQ2/2(pA · q) ≤ 0.5 up to very small Fermi
motion corrections if 1/2mNx is significantly less than the nucleus radius. Thus ob-
servations at CERN, SLAC, and TJNAF of the deviation of the ratio RA(x,Q
2) =
(2/A)F2A(x,Q
2)/F2D(x,Q
2) from one reveal the presence of non-nucleonic degrees of
freedom in nuclei. Employing the parton model (the QCD evolution equation) or ex-
act QCD sum rules shows that the ratio RA(xp, Q
2) used in experimental studies,
where xp = Q
2/2q0mp deviates from one even if a nucleus consists of nucleons with
small momenta only. Use of the Bjorken x in the theoretical analysis of experimen-
tal data leads in the case of the light nuclei to additional decrease of RA(x,Q
2) as
compared to the plots presented in the experimental papers. Coherent contribution
of Fermi, Weizsacker, Williams equivalent photons into photon component of parton
wave function of a nucleus unambiguously follows from Lorentz transformation of the
rest frame nucleus Coulomb field. Account of light cone fraction of nucleus momentum
carried by equivalent photons almost compensates the difference between data anal-
ysis in terms of Bjorken x and xp for heavy nuclei. Q
2 dependence of the hadronic
EMC effect emphases difference of the interplay of the leading twist and higher twist
effects for Q2 probed at TJNAF and SLAC energies and those probed at CERN. Direct
observations of large and predominantly nucleonic short-range correlations (SRC) in
nuclei pose a serious challenge for most of the proposed models of the EMC effect for
x ≥ 0.6. The data are consistent with a scenario in which the hadronic EMC effect
reflects fluctuations of inter nucleon interaction due to fluctuations of color distribution
in the interacting nucleons. The dynamic realization of this scenario is presented in
which quantum fluctuations of the nucleon wave function with x ≥ 0.5 parton have a
weaker interaction with nearby nucleons, leading to suppression of such configurations
in bound nucleons and to the significant suppression of nucleon Fermi motion effects
at x ≥ 0.55 giving a right magnitude of the EMC effect. The directions for the future
studies and challenging questions are outlined.
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1 Introduction
Nearly thirty years ago the first observation of a difference between the nucleon and nucleus
parton distributions was reported by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) [1]. Hence
such a difference is referred to as the EMC effect. The EMC measurement was followed by a
series of experiments in the eighties which provided first information on the A-dependence
of the EMC effect [2] and the A-dependence of antiquark distributions [3]. For a review of
the data collected during the first decade of studies of the nuclear parton distributions see
[4]. Interest in the EMC effect was revitalized by the recent high precision measurements at
TJNAF for a range of the lightest nuclei [5]. To extract the EMC effect from experimental
data one should account properly for the QCD dynamics of hard processes and the QED
physics of equivalent photons accounting for electric charge of nucleus.
The parallel development is the BNL and TJNAF experimental studies which allowed
one to observe directly the short-range correlations (SRC) in nuclei and explore their struc-
ture, for a review see [6, 7]. When combined with other experimental measurement of hard
nuclear phenomena these observations put very strong constraints on the interpretation of
the origin of the EMC effect which are not satisfied by many of the proposed explanations
of the effect.
Another challenge for the models of the EMC effect based on the ideas taken from low
energy nuclear physics are the data on antiquark distribution within a nucleon, nucleus.
In the review we restrict our discussion to the region x ≥ 0.2 where nuclear shadowing
(anti shadowing) phenomena are not important. For the recent review of small x leading
twist physics and extensive list of references see [8].
Within the leading twist approximation of QCD nuclear structure functions depend on
the Bjorken variable x = AQ2/2(q ·pA) and Q2 as the direct consequence of the dominance
of hard interaction with a single parton in the leading twist hard processes. Description of
structure functions in terms of the Bjorken variable x and Q2 accounts for the renormaliz-
ability of QCD and QED. Account of Bjorken x i.e. the QCD dynamics removes artificial
effect introduced by the EM collaboration and followed by all other experimental groups
who ignored parton structure of wave function of nuclear target by using non-partonic
variable xp = Q
2/2q0mp to compare nucleus and deuteron structure functions, see Figs. 1
and 2. Note that account of this effect leads to certain decrease of structure function of a
nucleus i.e. sign of this effect is opposite to the one claimed in [9].
In the case of medium and heavy nuclei an additional effect becomes important: a
nucleus at rest has an electric charge Z and related Coulomb field which is the zero com-
ponent of electromagnetic field. Under the Lorentz transformation to the frame where the
nucleus has a large momentum, the nucleus Coulomb field is transformed into the field
of equivalent photons. This phenomenon is well known as the Fermi-Weizsacker-Williams
(FWW) approximation [10]. Equivalent photons carry a noticeable and calculable fraction
of the nucleus momentum if the parameter characterizing QED phenomena Zαem is not
too small. We evaluate this fraction which is dominated by the coherent contribution into
2
photon distribution in a heavy nuclear target [9].
Incoherent contribution into photon component of nucleus wave function is not negligi-
ble but it produces practically the same effects in the nucleus and nucleon distributions. So
corrections to the additivity of nucleon structure functions due to incoherent photon com-
ponent are tiny: ≈ (Z/A)αem multiplied by the probability of admixture of non-nucleon
degrees of freedom in the nucleus wave function. The coherent photon distribution in pro-
tons and neutrons was evaluated previously in [11, 12], while in [13] the Q2 evolution of
incoherent photon distribution within a nucleon resulting from the Q2 evolution of quark,
antiquark nucleon parton distribution functions (pdfs) has been calculated 1. However
the implications of photon parton component for the momentum sum rule – one of the
important phenomena in the case of medium and heavy nucleus – was considered only in
[9].
Discussed above experimental and theoretical observations gives us a clue to the physics
relevant for superdense nuclear matter - 3–5 nuclear densities (inner core of neutron stars,
etc.) Really the BNL and TJNAF data show that short range nucleon correlations (SRC)
in nuclei are dominated by the nucleon degrees of freedom; lack of nuclear effects in the
antiquark distribution of nuclei shows that meson fields of bound and free nucleons are
close at least up to the densities characteristic for SRC i.e. ∼ 3–5 average nuclear densi-
ties. Electromagnetic radius of bound and free nucleons are close. All these observations
support validity of the equation of state suggested by the text book nuclear theory and
therefore consistent with the recent observation of neutron stars with the mass around two
solar masses. More generally these facts indicate that transition from low scale dynamics
successfully described by effective Chiral QCD Lagrangian (Λχ ∼ 1GeV ) to dynamics at
higher resolution scale should be pretty intricate to be consistent with data on antiquark
distribution within nucleons and nuclei.
The review is organized as following. In section 2 we explain why and how an account
of the QCD dynamics allows us to fix dynamic variables eliminating kinematical effects
introduced in the experimental studies which lead to the artificial breakdown of the nucleon
additivity for the nuclear structure functions in the approximation when the nucleus is built
of nucleons only.
In section 3 we build and analyze standard nonrelativistic nuclear physics approach
where internal nucleon motion and the c.m. motion of the nucleus are independent. Within
this approach a nucleus in the infinite momentum frame (or light-cone) consists of nucleons
only. We use the exact QCD baryon number and momentum sum rules to derive the
formula for the nuclear pdfs which takes into account nucleon Fermi motion and show
that corrections to the ratio of nuclear structure functions due to this effect are small
for x ≤ 0.55(0.7) for F2N (x,Q2) ∝ (1 − x)3(∝ (1 − x)2). Hence it will be convenient in
our theoretical discussion to consider separately two kinematical regions: x ≤ 0.5 where
1Authors did not explicitly considered the total momentum fraction, though they calculated the photon
parton distributions for all x.
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the answer is expressed through the average deformation of the structure functions of the
bound nucleon and x ≥ 0.6 where interplay of quantum fluctuations of nucleon properties
with the nucleon Fermi motion effects and SRC sets in.
In section 4 we evaluate the contribution of the simplest non-nucleonic component
of nuclear structure functions - the photon structure function of a nucleus, PA(x,Q
2),
calculate the fraction of the nucleus momentum carried by equivalent photons and extend
the standard nuclear model to include this effect. This is feasible since coherent effects
which give the dominant contribution in this calculation are model independent.
In section 5 we consider interplay of two model independent effects discussed in sections
3 and 4. EM collaboration introduced artificial correction to the ratio of nuclear and
nucleon structure functions by comparing structure functions at x variable which differ
from conventional Bjorken variable x required by QCD dynamics. Removing this correction
leads to the increase of the EMC effect by about 20% for 4He and a factor of two smaller for
heavy nuclei (the absolute correction is about the same for 4He while the EMC effect grows
with A). At the same time the Coulomb effect discussed in section 4 generates a EMC like
effect of comparable strength for A ∼ 200 but opposite sign. As a result the hadronic
component of the EMC effect is well described by the EMC ratio for heavy nuclei but
underestimated for light and medium nuclei. The remaining effect represents the genuine
”hadronic” EMC ratio which should be compared with the expectation of the Fermi motion
contribution. One observes that deviation from the Fermi motion does not exceed 5% for
x ∼ 0.5 and much smaller for smaller x, indicating that wave functions of bound and free
nucleon are very close for most of the quark-gluon configurations even at the central nuclear
densities.
In section 6 we summarize the recent direct observations of the short-range correlations
in nuclei which indicate that probability of such correlations is large (on the scale of 20%)
and that nucleons in the SRCs are rather weakly deformed.
In section 7 we discuss interrelation between SRC and EMC effect and demonstrate
that the A-dependence of the hadronic component of the EMC effect is consistent with the
A-dependence of the SRCs.
In section 8 we summarize the most important constraints on the models of the EMC
effect coming from the experimental studies of hard phenomena with nuclei and explain that
wide classes of the current models are not consistent at least with one of these constraints.
In section 9 we consider plausible interrelation between well established properties of
hard processes off a free nucleon and dynamics of the hadronic EMC effect. We explain
that the observed rapid decrease of antiquark distribution within a nucleon at x ≥ 0.4
indicates the suppression of meson field of a bound nucleon participating in hard processes.
We argue that this suppression leads to a significant suppression of the contribution of
SRC in the hard processes which select certain quark-gluon configuration in an interactive
nucleon.Therefore Fermi motion effects and hence nuclear pdfs at x ≥ 0.6 are suppressed
as compared to the standard nuclear theory giving a right magnitude of the hadronic EMC
effect at large x.
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In section 10 we discuss briefly implications of discussed in the review effects on global
fits of pdfs.
In section 11 we present the conclusions and implications of the EMC effect related
physics for different phenomena.
2 Account of the QCD dynamics fixes the kinematic break-
down of the nucleon additivity for nuclear pdfs
It was proved long ago that in the limit Q2 →∞, where Q2 is the square of four-momentum
transferred by electrons to the target, T , but fixed Bjorken xT , the fraction of nucleus
momentum carried by interacting parton:
xT = Q
2/2(q · pT ), (1)
the structure functions of any target T are given by the convolution of cross section for
hard probe scattering off individual patrons with parton distribution within this target:∑
n
∫
ψ2n(xi, Q
2
0)
∏
(dxi)δ(1−
∑
xi)δ(xT − xi). (2)
The Bjorken scaling for the structure functions and Q2 evolution follow from the asymp-
totic freedom in QCD and is implemented within the parton model accounting for the Q2
evolution, the light-cone quantization of QCD and the Wilson operator product expansion.
Normalization of the light-cone wave function (WF) of a target is derived based on the
evaluation of the matrix elements of the exactly conserved currents between the WFs of the
target in initial and final states at the zero momentum transfer (electromagnetic current,
charmed, bottom currents). The parton model generalized to include the Q2 evolution is
the basis for QCD physics of hard processes, for the searches of new particles, etc.
Thus the appropriate variables to describe the process e+A→ e′+X in terms of nuclear
pdfs are the Bjorken variable xA (≡ xT ) and Q2. To simplify formulae it is convenient to
rescale Bjorken xA by the factor A:
x/A = Q2/(2q · pA). (3)
So x/A is the fraction of the total nucleus momentum carried by the interacting parton
and 0 < x/A < 1. To investigate nuclear effects which can be interpreted within QCD the
EM Collaboration introduced the ratio:
RA = (2/A)F2A(x,Q
2)/F2D(x,Q
2). (4)
It is important to realize that the EMC ratio as defined in Eq.4 is presented in the
experimental papers as a function of the variable xp = Q
2/2q0mp [1] (also it was normalized
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to the cross section of electron – deuteron scattering rather than to the sum of the electron –
proton and electron–neutron cross sections). Such variable is convenient for experimental
studies as one can compare the cross sections of the lepton - nucleus scattering for the
same kinematics of the incident and final lepton. Variable xp differs from the parton model
variable x and therefore within the parametrizations of structure functions in terms of xp
Bjorken scaling and well established universality of hard processes obtain unconventional
form which is in variance with the physical intuition. In particular, the ratio RA(xp, Q
2)
defined similar to Eq. 5 is different from one in the kinematics where γ∗ scatters off bound
nucleon carrying xA = 1/A fraction of nucleus momentum, i.e. off a bound nucleon at rest in
the nucleus target rest frame. Thus the baryon charge and momentum sum rule are violated
within a model where nucleus consists of nucleons only etc. Moreover nuclear pdfs presented
as a function of xp cannot be used directly without the additional correcting factor to
predict hard phenomena in pA and AA collisions where as the consequence of the QCD
factorization theorem the hard cross sections are controlled by the parton distributions over
the Bjorken x fraction of the colliding nucleus energy carried by the interacting parton.
We will demonstrate in the next section that the use of the Bjorken x instead of xp leads
to a 20% enhancement of the EMC effect for the lightest nuclei (A ≤ 12) for x ∼ 0.5 and to
somewhat smaller correction for heavy nuclei. We correct here mistake made in [9] in the
process of restoring Bjorken scaling and QCD evolution violated in experimental studies,
see also [14] and Fig.1 below. For medium and heavy nuclei a comparable contribution
to the EMC ratio but of opposite sign originates from another model independent effect -
presence of the equivalent photon field of nuclei (section 4).
3 Standard model for the structure functions of nuclei
In order to discuss to what extent the EMC effect signals presence of new physics in the
nuclear structure we need to establish expectations of the textbook nonrelativistic nuclear
model in which nuclei are build only of nucleons which have the same internal structure as
free nucleons. We will refer to this approximation as the standard nuclear model. (Actually
the standard model should be extended to include also equivalent photons as non-nucleonic
degrees of freedom. This will be done in the next section.)
At the first step of our analysis the Fermi motion of nucleons can be neglected. Let us
consider a nucleus moving with a large momentum P and a parton which carries a fraction
xA of the nucleus momentum. Each nucleon carries fraction P/A of the nucleus momentum
since the Fermi motion of the nucleons is neglected. Hence this parton carries a fraction
AxA of the nucleon momentum. As a result we find
f jA(xA, Q
2) = Zf jp (AxA, Q
2) +Nf jn(AxA, Q
2), (5)
where xA = Q
2/2(q ·P ). In the case of deep inelastic scattering necessity to use xA follows
from the fundamental property of parton model that γ∗ interacts with an individual parton.
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Note that the exact QCD sum rules for the baryon charge and momentum conservation
were derived using Eq.5 or by direct calculation of matrix elements of conserved currents:
the baryon charge and the energy-momentum tensor. Since in this approximation f jA is
equal zero for xA ≥ 1/A it is convenient to rescale
xA → AxA = x, (6)
so that x is now changing between 0 and A and consider the ratio
RjA(x,Q
2) =
f jA(x,Q
2)
Zf jp (x,Q2) +Nf
j
n(x,Q2)
. (7)
If there are no nuclear effects,
RjA(x,Q
2) = 1. (8)
In the nonrelativistic approximation to the nucleon Fermi motion, the nucleus c.m.
motion is separated from the inner motion of nucleons. So the light- cone WF of a nucleus,
ψA = exp i(~pA · ~x)ψint, can be conveniently calculated in terms of equal time WF of the
nonrelativistic nuclear theory - ψint. Here pA is nucleus momentum and ~x the coordinate
of the nucleus center of mass. Thus the Lorentz boost in this approximation is trivial –
it is reduced to the transformation of the plane wave. This property allows us to use the
experience of the low energy nuclear physics to evaluate some hard QCD phenomena.
There exists a variety of the exact sum rules for valence quark distribution which
follow from the Ward identities and existence of exactly conserved currents: baryon charge,
isotopic charge etc. The typical valence quark sum rule for the baryon charge and the
momentum sum rule are: ∫ A
0
dxVA(x,Q
2) = B, (9)
∫ A
0
dx[xVA(x,Q
2) + xSA(x,Q
2) + xGA(x,Q
2)] = A. (10)
Here xVA(x,Q
2) is the density of valence quark distribution, xASA(xA, Q
2) is the density
of nucleus sea quark distribution, xGA(x,Q
2) is the density of nucleus gluon distribution.
B is nucleus baryon charge. An additional factor of A in Eq. 10 reflects our choice of scale
for x – the fast momentum is measured in units of pA/A that is average nucleon momentum
(in the model where nucleus is build only of nucleons in the fast frame).
In this section we consider nucleus as a system of nucleons and use the above sum rules
to derive approximate formulae for the nuclear pdfs accounting for relativistic corrections
due to nucleon Fermi motion. In the impulse approximation nuclear pdfs are described by
the convolution formulae :
f jA(x,Q
2) =
∫ A
x
dα
α
[
f jp (x/α,Q
2)ρpA(α) + f
j
n(x/α,Q
2)ρnA(α)
]
. (11)
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Here ρp,nA (α) is the proton (neutron) light-cone densities of the nucleus, α/A is the fraction
of nucleus momentum carried by interacting nucleon, Z and N are the numbers of protons
and neutrons. The evaluation of the matrix element of the conserved currents (electromag-
netic, isotopic, baryon charge) – 〈A| Jµ(t) |A〉 at the zero momentum transfer, t between
nucleus states gives [15]: ∫ A
0
ρp,nA (α)
dα
α
= Z(N). (12)
Evaluation of the matrix element of the energy-momentum tensor gives [15]:∫ A
0
1
A
[ρpA(α) + ρ
n
A(α)]dα = 1. (13)
Since the nucleus is a nonrelativistic system, the light-cone density is concentrated near
α = 1. Hence it is legitimate to evaluate the contribution of the Fermi motion for x < 0.7
by decomposing integrand of Eq.11 in the Taylor series in powers of α− 1 and account for
the first three terms in the expansion. Thus the contribution of the Fermi motion effect to
the ratio defined in Eq. 7 is [15, 16]:
RA(x,Q
2) =
1
A
∫ A
0
ρNA (α)
dα
α
+
xfj
N ′(x,Q2)
fNj (x,Q
2)
[
1−
∫ A
0
ρNA (α)dα/A
]
+
xfN ′j (x,Q
2) + x
2
2 f
N ′′
j (x,Q
2)
fNj (x,Q
2)
1
A
∫ A
0
ρNA (α)(1− α)2
dα
α
. (14)
Here fNj = (f
p
j + f
n
j )/2 and we assumed equal number of protons and neutrons. In the
first term in the above equations the nucleon structure functions are cancelled in the ratio
since the variable x is independent of the atomic number the resulting factor is equal to
one due to the normalization condition Eq.12.
It is worth emphasizing that the discussed decomposition becomes inapplicable at large
x since it diverges for x ∼ 1. In this region RA(x,Q2)/RA′(x,Q2) ∼ 〈TA〉/〈TA′〉 which is
qualitatively different from Eq.14. Here 〈TA〉 is the average kinetic energy.
It is convenient to introduce
ηA = 1−
∫ A
0
ρNA (α)dα/A ≡ 〈1− α〉 , (15)
the fraction of the light-cone momentum which is carried by nuclear constituents other
than nucleons. It is equal to zero if nucleus consists of nucleons only , but we keep this
term in anticipation of the discussion of the effect of equivalent photons below. In the
nonrelativistic limit k2/m2N , A/mN  1 (A is the nuclear binding energy per nucleon)
the nuclear factor in the third term of Eq.14 〈(α − 1)2〉 = A−1 ∫ A0 ρNA (α)(1 − α)2 dαα can
be calculated using nonrelativistic approximation for α ≈ 1 + k3/mN where k is nucleon
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three momentum within the nucleus target. (The formula α ≈ 1 + k3/mN + O(k2/m2N )
This leads to
〈(α− 1)2〉 = k
2
3m2N
+O(k4/m4N , 
2
A/m
2
N ) =
2TA
3mN
. (16)
This allows us to rewrite Eq. 14 as
RA(x,Q
2) = 1 +
xfj
N ′(x,Q2)
fNj (x,Q
2)
ηA +
xfN ′j (x,Q
2) + x
2
2 f
N ′′
j (x,Q
2)
fNj (x,Q
2)
2TA
3mN
. (17)
In the case of f jN (x,Q
2) ∝ (1− x)n, Eq. 17 can be written as
RA(x,Q
2) = 1 +
nx(x(n+ 1)− 2)
(1− x)2 ·
TA
3mN
− ηAnx/(1− x). (18)
We will present numerical results in section 5. Here we just note that it follows from Eq.18
that for x ≤ 0.5 (x ≤ 0.7) for n=3(n=2) effects of Fermi motion are small and under control
as the consequence of the account for the exact conservation laws. The Fermi motion gives
zero contribution to RA at x = 2/(n + 1), a small negative contribution at x < 2/(n + 1)
and leads to a rapid growth of RA at x > 2/(n + 1). In this discussion we ignored Q
2
dependence of structure functions. We will show in the end of this section that higher
twist (HT) effects play significant role at ≥ 0.5 and Q2 ∼ few GeV2.
At the same time the experimental data on nuclear pdfs are usually presented in terms
of the variable
xp = Q
2/(2mpq0), (19)
which is different from the fraction of target momentum carried by interacting parton and
therefore requires rewriting formulae for parton model and Q2 evolution. This variable
depends on the atomic number of a target even if the nucleon Fermi motion effects are
neglected.
xp/x = mA/Amp = (1− (A − (mn −mp)N/A)/mp) ≡ 1 + rx. (20)
Thus the structure functions of interacting nucleons in the nominator and denominator
depend on different arguments 2 Thus the use of variable xp instead of x (and the ex-
pectation of absence of the nuclear effects in such an approximation) violates important
condition of standard nuclear model that nuclear pdfs are the sum of nucleon pdfs if the
Fermi motion effects are neglected and introduces artificial dependence of RA on atomic
number. In particular RA(x) = 1 corresponds to
R(xp) = f
j
A(x(1 + rx))/f
j
N (x) ≈ 1− rxn
x
1− x, (21)
2 In ref. [9] and in the original version of this paper a mistake in the sign of rx was made which resulted
in a wrong sign of the discussed effect.
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Figure 1: Change of R due to account for correct x-scale( dashed line), contribution of
equivalent photons (dotted line) and combined effect (solid line) as a function of atomic
number for x = 0.6 and F2N (x) ∝ (1− x)2.
where at the last step we took f jN (x) ∝ (1−x)n 3. The value of the correction to the EMC
effect due to this effect is presented in Fig.1 together with the effect of equivalent photons
to be discussed in the next section and combined effect which reflects the change of the
hadronic component of the EMC effect.
The nucleon Fermi motion correction can be easily included as well. We will demon-
strate in section 5 that Eq.21 leads to decrease of RA, enhancing the EMC effect for A ≥ 4
by practically the same amount due to a weak A-dependence of xp for A ≥ 4. We will
explain in the next section that for heavy nuclei presence of the Coulomb field for a nucleus
at rest explains a certain fraction of the EMC effect which compensates the effect of change
of xp. So the hadronic contribution to the EMC ratio for heavy nuclei is close to the EMC
ratio reported experimentally. Overall account of the two effects leads to reduction of the
A-dependence of the hadronic contribution to the EMC ratio for A between 4 and 200, cf.
Fig. 5.
Comment. A popular expectation in the low energy nuclear physics is that one
can account for the effects of relativistic nucleon Fermi motion assuming that the vertex
functions in the Feynman diagrams with a virtual nucleon coincide with Schrodinger WFs
of a nucleus. This model has been applied in several papers to explain the EMC effect
formulated in terms of non-parton model variable xp and without subtraction of the con-
tribution of equivalent photons. In the first papers [17, 18] the baryon sum rule, i.e., the
3Note that to simplify the expressions we took here mn = mp so the dominator x consider with xp. In
the final expressions the A/D ratio we will take into account the difference between xp and xD.
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probability conservation was violated. Later the baryon charge sum rule has been taken
into account following the prescription of [19]. This description does not allow one to
account consistently for the probability conservation i.e. to satisfy simultaneously both
baryon and momentum sum rules for the hadronic part of the EMC effect. Thus within
this approach light-cone nucleus wave function contains non-nucleonic degrees of freedom.
They are hidden in the internucleon interaction and identified in the text books of nuclear
physics with meson exchanges. Such hypothesis has problem to explain the observation of
no nuclear effects in the antiquark distribution in nuclei.
The baryon sum rule in this model is derived by calculating matrix element of baryon
charge exactly. The calculation leads to the normalization of the nucleus wave functions in
terms of the value of nucleus baryon charge. This unambiguous normalization differs from
the nonrelativistic normalization of the nucleus WF. 4 (Note that normalization of wave
function natural for the nonrelativistic physics implies correction to the total cross section
of DIS off deuteron of the same magnitude as the Glauber shadowing correction which
violates probability conservation – the so called West correction[20]). In this approach
there is no symmetry between distributions over fractions of nucleus momentum carried by
interacting nucleon and nucleon spectators. As a result in this model significant light-cone
fraction of the nucleus momentum is carried by the non-nucleonic degrees of freedom [16]:
ηA = A/mN + TA/3mN , (22)
Here  is the nucleus energy binding per nucleon. TA is the average kinetic energy of a
bound nucleon, For the realistic nuclear WFs and A ≥ 40, Eq. 22 leads to ηA ∼ 2% which
corresponds for the Jlab, SLAC kinematics where n ∼ 2 to RA(0.6) ∼= 0.94 which is about
1/2 of the observed effect. So this approach when including the Bjorken definition of x
and taking into account the contribution of equivalent photons has problems to describe
observed dependence of RA on x and absolute value of RA.
3.1 Scaling violation and Fermi motion effects
The experimental data on F2N (x,Q
2) for large x indicate that the x-dependence of F2N (x,Q
2)
changes strongly with Q2. Usually this effect is interpreted as due to the presence of the
higher twist effects for small W / low Q2 which can be written in the form
F2N (x,Q
2) = FLT2N (x,Q
2)(1 +
c
(1− x)Q2 + 1 +
d
(1− x)2Q4 ). (23)
The fits to the SLAC and Jlab data corresponding to typicalQ2 = 5 GeV2 give F2N (x,Q
2) ∝
(1−x)n, n = 2 [21] while for the large x data taken at CERN typical Q2 = 40 GeV2 , n ∼ 3
[22]. This increase of the effective n with Q2 is consistent with the expectations of Eq. 23
that the HT effects should die out with increase of Q2 for fixed x.
4For the detailed discussion of the early theoretical studies of these issues and references see [16].
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Figure 2: Effect of Fermi motion on the EMC ratio for large and moderate Q2 - solid and
dashed curves and the effect of f proper definition of x (with a small correction due to
equivalent photons) - dot-sashed curved. The data are from [23] – right figure and from
[24, 25] - left figure.
One can see from Eq. 18 that the Fermi motion effect is strongly modified when n
changes from 2 to 3 , cf. Fig. 2. Also with increase of x average x/α in the convolution
integral start to exceed significantly x leading to enhancement of the higher twist contri-
bution to the EMC ratio. The correction due to the difference between x and xp increases
between low and high Q2 by a factor of ∼ 3/2. Similarly the effect of the extra degrees of
freedom in Eq. 18 also changes by a factor of ∼ 3/2.
Note in passing that there may exist specific nuclear HT effects. One example is the
quasielastic contribution which becomes significant for moderate Q2 for x ≥ 0.8. Another
potential source of the nuclear HT effects is scattering off the SRC where 6 quarks come
rather close together.
4 Photon distribution in nucleons and nuclei.
4.1 General framework
The long range Coulomb field of nucleus at rest is the zero component of the electro-
magnetic field. Lorentz transformation of nucleus Coulomb field from rest frame to the
frame where nucleus is rapid unambiguously leads to the field of Fermi, Weizsacker and
Williams equivalent photons [10]. Thus the light-cone WF of nucleus contains photons as
constituents carrying a fraction of the nucleus momentum. Collision of equivalent photons
of one nucleus with nucleon or nucleus beams produces variety of hard and soft high energy
processes in the ultraperipheral processes at the LHC [26]. Ultraperipheral processes were
observed at RHIC, see review in [26].
For this paper a proper example of the ultraperipheral processes is the diffractive pro-
duction of massive lepton pairs γ∗ + A → L+ + L− + A. Large Q2 and/or large mass of
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Figure 3: Diagram for the interaction of photon of the nucleus with a hard probe h.
the lepton pair L+L− guarantees dominance of the leading twist term and allows one to
define photon distribution in a nucleus, PA(x,Q
2).
A nucleus is characterized by quark, gluon, photon distributions within a nucleus. To
suppress particle production by hard probe from vacuum the gauge condition A+ = 0 is
chosen, where Aµ is the operator of photon field. In this gauge photon distribution has the
form familiar from QED, cf. Fig. 3. The photon parton distribution can be written as the
matrix element of the product of the operators cf. [27]:
PA(x,Q
2) =
1
pi
(2pixp+)−1
∫ ∞
−∞
dy− exp (−i(x/A)p+y−)
·1/2
∑
µ
〈A ∣∣[F+µ (0, y−, 0), Fµ,+(0)]∣∣A〉A+=0. (24)
Here Fµ,+ is the operator of the strengths of the photon field with transverse component
µ, and x/A = Q2/2(pAq) is the fraction of nucleus momentum carried by a parton.
To simplify calculations it is convenient to represent PA as the sum of two contributions
PA = P
inel
A + P
coherent
A . First term accounts for the target excitations by virtual photon -
we will refer to it as the inelastic term. The second term is the contribution of equivalent
photons. We will refer to it as the coherent term.
Small value of αem guarantees that in the kinematic domain achievable at accelerators
αem ln(Q
2/λ2QCD)/2pi  1 and therefore all effects of this order can be neglected. In
particular, in this kinematic domain the effects of running of αem(Q
2) due to combined
QED and QCD effects are negligible. Moreover it is legitimate to neglect in this kinematics
by the Q2 evolution of the amplitude of the scattering of a hard probe h off the photon
which leads to tiny corrections. There are two practical consequences. The Q2 evolution
of inelastic photon distribution in a target T – PT (x,Q
2) goes in one direction: quarks,
antiquarks radiate photons in the process of evolution but a photon does not radiate them.
This evolution is accounted for in the evolution equation through the Q2 dependence of
valence, sea quark and gluon densities. At 1/2mNRA ≤ x ≤ 0.6 where nuclear shadowing
(anti shadowing) effects and nucleon short range correlations are a small correction, the
account of inelastic photon distribution does not violate additivity and therefore does not
change significantly RA - (such an effect is suppressed since it is proportional to a product
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of two small factors: the smallness of e.m.correction and the overall smallness of the EMC
effect).
Second consequence of the smallness of the electromagnetic constant is that coherent
contribution is not evolving with Q2 at Q2 achievable experimentally. Coherent contribu-
tion due to Z2 dependence violates additivity and changes RA .
Above we defined P inelA exactly in the same way as other parton densities, cf. Eq. 24.
This definition allows to calculate P inelA in terms of quark, antiquark nuclear pdfs by eval-
uating corresponding Feynman diagrams.
xP inelA (x,Q
2)/A =
αe.m.
pi
∫ k2tmax
0
dk2t
∫ ν
νmin
dν ′
ν ′
k2t
(k2t +Q
2ν ′/ν)2
F2A(ν
′, k2t )/A. (25)
Within the leading αe.m. log k
2
t approximation upper limit of integration over photon trans-
verse momentum is ensured by the square of nuclear form factor . So k2tmax ≈ (3/r2A) ≤ Q2.
Since dominant contribution arises from small kt sensitivity to nuclear form factor at es-
sential x is weak. Here ν = 2(pq)/A = Q2/x, kt is the transverse momentum of the photon,
and F2A(ν,Q
2)/A is the virtual Compton amplitude normalized per nucleon. In the above
formulae we neglected the small contribution of the longitudinally polarized photons (FAL ).
The presence of equivalent photons in the nuclear WF leads to the violation of the
intuitive prediction we discussed in sections 2, 3 – RjA(x,Q
2) = 1, for x ≤ 0.5 :
RjA(x,Q
2) =
Zf jp (x/(1− ηγ), Q2) +Nf jn(x/(1− ηγ), Q2)
Zf jp (x,Q2) +Nf
j
n(x,Q2)
. (26)
Here ηγ(A) is the fraction of nucleus momentum carried by equivalent photons calculated
in [9]. Account of the presence of ηγ(A) leads to a definite dependence of R
j
A on Z and A.
For example this effect is as large as the effect of accounting for the difference between x
and xp for heavy nuclei but opposite sign while it is negligible for Z=2.
4.2 The coherent and incoherent contributions into photon distribution
of a nucleus
First we will calculate coherent contribution to parton nucleus distribution which domi-
nates the photon distribution in a nucleus. This contribution to PA(x,Q
2) arises from the
interaction of a hard probe with a photon coherently emitted by the target so that the tar-
get remains intact, cf. Fig.3. The coherent contribution to the photon structure function
is unambiguously calculable in terms of the electromagnetic form factors of the nucleus
target. For a proton target coherent term has been calculated in [11]. Inelastic contribu-
tion for a nucleon target (where nucleon is excited in the final state) was calculated in the
perturbative QCD model where quarks and gluons are generated via evolution starting at
very small Q2 [12]. Comparison of two contributions was performed at [13] where it was
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found that the elastic contribution is much more important in the proton case in a wide
range of the x,Q2. In the neutron case incoherent contribution is more important.
An important aspect of the photon contribution – its implications for the momentum
sum rule was not discussed in these papers and effects of the presence of photons in addition
to quarks and gluons at the normalization scale are still not included in the pdf studies by
the groups which analyze the hard processes. We calculate the field of equivalent photons
through the evaluation of Feynman diagram in Fig.3. Calculations are simplified in our
case since the nucleus is heavy so the static approximation should be sufficiently accurate.
In the static approximation zero component of photon momentum in the nucleus rest frame
is negligible: k0 = k
2/2mA ≈ 0. So
x = A(k0 − k3)/MA ≈ −k3/mN . (27)
Second simplification arises from the observation that four-vector k can be decomposed
over directions defined by external momenta: kµ = apµ+bqµ+kt. Here p is four momentum
of target nucleus and q is four momentum of virtual photon (external hard probe) and
(pkt) = (qkt) = 0. In the essential region: pµAµ,λ ≈ (ktµ/a)Aµ,λ, cf. [28]. Account of this
property leads to the generalization of the Fermi - Weizsacker -Williams expression for the
spectrum of the equivalent photons:
xP coherentA (x,Q
2) =
αem
pi
Z2
A
∫
dk2t k
2
t
F 2A(k
2
t + x
2m2N )
(k2t + x
2m2N )
2
, (28)
Here FA(t) is the observed electric form factor of the nucleus which is equal to the product
of the nucleus body form factor and the proton electric form factor Fp(t). Hence the
characteristic values of k2t are small.
In our estimates we choose FA in the exponential form, i. e.
FA(k
2
t + x
2m2N ) = exp(−r2A(k2t + x2m2N )/6). (29)
Here rA is the experimentally measured RMS nuclear radius and mN is the nucleon mass.
Such a form allows one to perform the numerical integration over the transverse momenta
of the photons.
It is useful to compare different electromagnetic contributions. The most important
one is the contribution of equivalent photons in which the fields of individual protons add
coherently. This coherence leads to a larger momentum fraction carried by the photon
field in nuclei as compared to that carried by individual free protons. Eq. 28 can be used
to evaluate the coherent contribution of the photons to the momentum sum rule (here we
already subtracted contribution of individual protons to the photon parton density - see
discussion below, since this quantity enters into description of the nuclear effects we discuss
in the paper):
ηγ =
∫ 1
0
dxxPA(x,Q
2) = αem
2√
3pi
Z2
A
1
mNrA
. (30)
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To separate nuclear effects one need to subtract the contribution of Coulomb fields of
protons. This is achieved by taking into account contribution of the incoherent break up of
the nucleus as well as production of hadrons (inelastic processes). Sum of the two effects can
be calculated in the closure approximation where cross section is described by the sum of
two diagrams presented in [29] and results in replacing Z2F 2A(t) −→ ZF 2N (t)+Z(Z−1)F 2A(t)
in Eq. 28 leading to
ηγ =
∫ 1
0
dxxPA(x,Q
2) = αem
2√
3pi
Z(Z − 1)
A
1
mNrA
+
Z
A
ηp (31)
The second term in Eq.31 is due to the Coulomb field of the individual protons and it
is included in the structure functions of the proton. Hence it should not be included in the
calculation of the nuclear effects. The contribution of magnetic form factors of neutron
and proton is negligible because it is concentrated at larger momentum transfers than the
scale of the nuclear phenomena.
Taking rA from the compilation of ref.[30] we find for the nuclear term in Eq.31
ηγ(
4He) = .03%; ηγ(
12C) = .11%; ηγ(
27Al) = .21%;
ηγ(
56Fe) = .35%; ηγ(
197Au) = .65%. (32)
To evaluate the impact of the presence of the photon component for the nuclear structure
functions we can use Eq.18 and take ηA = ηγ(A). The small x nuclear shadowing effects
modify this approximation, however they are negligible for x ≥ 0.2 range we are interested
in and give insignificant contribution into momentum sum rule. Since deviations from
the additivity are small the effect of the presence of the photons and other ”hadronic”
effects can be treated as contributing additively to the deviation of the EMC ratio from
one. Larger numbers given in [9] are because of misprint in the formulae for coherent
contribution and due to inaccurate numerical calculation.
4.3 Equivalent photons and modification of the initial condition for the
Q2 evolution of nucleus and nucleon pdfs
Major impact of the presence of the photon constituents in a nucleus is through the change
of the form of the energy-momentum conservation and violation of isotopic invariance in
the incoherent contribution of protons and neutrons. Total fraction of nucleus momentum
carried by QCD partons instead of 1 becomes: 1− ηγ(A) (in this fraction the photon fields
due to individual nucleons are included).
The presence of the photon component in the nuclear light-cone WF leads to the certain
modification of Q2 evolution of parton densities. Most important is the change of the
momentum sum rule due to necessity to account for the fraction of nucleus momentum
carried by photons:∫ A
0
[
(1/A)(xVA(x,Q
2) + xSA(x,Q
2) + xGA(x,Q
2))
]
dx =
16
1−
∫ A
0
[
(1/A)xPA(x,Q
2)
]
dx = 1− ηγ(A). (33)
The light cone momentum carried by equivalent photons is compensated by the loss of
the momentum by the nucleons. Since the nucleus Coulomb field is the collective field
dominated by the contribution of large impact parameters, the reduction of the light cone
fraction is experienced by nucleus as a whole (i.e. by both protons and neutrons.) Hence
the shift is approximately equal for protons and neutrons.
Although ηγ(A) is small its role is enhanced by the rapid decrease of nuclear pdfs with
x increase.
In the case of a nucleon target one should also account for the change of the form of
the momentum conservation and much larger contribution of photons for the proton target
than for the neutron target leading to an isospin violating effect for pdfs of protons and
neutrons and hence for the nuclear targets.
5 Implications for the EMC effect for nuclear pdfs at x ≤ 0.5
Here we study to what extent two effects we discussed above - the proper definition of x
which preserves the momentum sum rule, and the account of the collective Coulomb field
of the nucleus (of the momentum carried by equivalent photons) - which we refer below as
the standard model of the nucleus - explain the data at x ≤ 0.5 where Fermi motion is a
small correction.
In the standard model we can use Eqs. 18,21 to obtain
RjA(xp) = f
j
A(x(1+rx+ηγ))/f
j
N (x) = 1−(rs+ηγ)n
x
1− x+
nx(x(n+ 1)− 2)
(1− x)2 ·
TA
3mN
. (34)
Since the EMC ratio is experimentally defined relative to the deuteron one needs to sub-
stitute rx(A) by rx(D). The results of calculations using Eq.34 with TA from [31] are
presented in Fig. 2 for medium A nuclei for low and high Q2. We show separately the ef-
fect of Fermi motion and the combined effect of the account for the x-scale and for Coulomb
effects.
One can see that the the Fermi motion effect is very different for low and high Q2
especially for x ≥ 0.55. 5.
Overall inspection of Fig.2 indicates that the contribution to EMC effect due to the
modification of the quark distribution in nucleons is significant only for x ≥ 0.5.
The effect of the correcting for the difference of xp and x leads to an increase of the
EMC effect which is very similar to all nuclei with A ≥ 4 since the energy binding is
a weak function of A. Effect is much smaller for the case of 3He namely for the ratio
F23He(xp)/[F2 2H(xp) + F2p(xp)] due to a very small energy binding per nucleon in
3He.
5The data for heavy nuclei [23] were corrected for the difference of the number of protons and neutrons.
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Absolute value of the EMC effect for this ratio is rather uncertain since the magnitude of
the effect is comparable to the normalization uncertainty [32]. However an effect on the
level of 1/4 of the effect for heavy nuclei (the A-dependence expected from the contribution
of the short-range correlations - see discussion below) - cannot be excluded.).
Overall the proper choice of the x-scale – that is the choice of Bjorken x – increases the
EMC effect by ∼ 15 ÷ 20% for 4He and other light nuclei and a factor of two smaller for
heavy nuclei.
At the same time as we have already discussed in the case of the heavy nuclei the
Coulomb effect contributes to the increase of the EMC effect reducing the hadronic com-
ponent of the EMC effect. For A ∼ 200 two effects practically compensate each other (see
Fig. 1).
Overall the discussed effects lead to a larger EMC effect for light nuclei and a weaker
A-dependence of the hadronic component of the EMC effect for A ≥ 4.
6 Recent progress in the studies of SRCs in nuclei
Before discussing the A-dependence of the the hadronic EMC effect and its dynamical
origin we need to discuss the information about the short-range correlations in nuclei. A
very significant progress in this field has been reached in the last few years. As a result it
has become possible to perform nearly model independent tests of the role of the SRC in
the EMC effect and also strongly constrain the models of the EMC effect.
Hard interactions resolve local structure of the nucleus. Hence they resolve collective
low energy scale degrees of freedom (effective interactions) and probe local structure of
the nucleus. Since the nuclear forces are short range on the nucleus scale (rNN < 2fm)
the properties of a nucleon in the nuclear media are determined by its local surrounding.
Intuitively it is clear that closer the nucleons get together, the stronger their polariza-
tion/deformation is. Hence the configurations where nucleons nearly overlap appear to be
a natural candidate for the large hadronic EMC effect. Therefore we need to review briefly
the recent progress in the studies of SRCs.
Singular nature of the NN interaction in coordinate space at small inter nucleon dis-
tances/large momenta leads to the universal structure of SRCs and to the prediction of the
scaling of the ratios of the cross sections of x > 1 scattering at sufficiently large Q2 ≥ 2GeV2
[15]. In particular for 1 + kF /mN < x < 2:
RA(x,Q
2) =
2
A
σ(eA→ e+X)
σ(e2H → e+X) = a2(A). (35)
Here a2(A) has the meaning of the relative probability of the two nucleon SRCs per nucleon
in a nucleus and in the deuteron, that is, it is the ratio of spectral functions of nucleus
to that of deuteron. Actually it includes the contribution of triple nucleon correlation, pn
and pp correlations.
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The first evidence for such scaling of the ratios was reported in [16]. The extensive
studies were performed in [33] using various data taken at SLAC at somewhat different
settings which confirmed the scaling of the ratios and for the first time confirmed the
prediction [16] of the ”super” scaling of the ratios at different Q2 – the precocious scaling
of the ratios plotted as a function of αt.n. – the minimal α for the scattering off two nucleon
SRC at rest (the Fermi motion of the pair practically cancels out in such a ratio) [16]:
αt.n. = 2− q0 − q3 + 2mN
2mN
1 +
√
W 2 − 4m2N
W
 , (36)
where W 2 = 4m2N + 4q0mN −Q2.
The experiments performed at JLab allowed to explore the scaling of ratios in the same
experiment. In [34, 35] the scaling relative to 3He was established. Very recently the results
of the extensive study of the nucleus/deuteron ratios were reported in [36] allowing a high
precision determination of the relative probability of the two nucleon SRCs in nuclei and
the deuteron. The results of [36] are in a good agreement with the early analysis of [33],
see Fig. 3.
Several theoretical observations are important for the interpretation of the scaling ra-
tios: (a) The invariant energy of the produced system for the interaction off the deuteron is
large on the scale of nuclear phenomena but small as compared to the scale characteristic
of hadronic phenomena: W−m2H ≤ 250 MeV. This kinematics obviously leads to a strong
suppression of the production of the inelastic final states. Correspondingly, scattering off
exotic configurations which decay into excited baryon states, ∆’s, etc is strongly suppressed
in the discussed kinematics. (b) The closure is valid for the final state interaction of the
nucleons of the SRC and the residual nucleus system. Only the f.s.i. between the nucleons
of the SRC contributes to the total (e,e’) cross section [33, 6]. Since this interaction is the
same for light and heavy nuclei it does not modify the scaling of the ratios. (c) In the limit
of large Q2 and large energy q0 but the fixed ratio x = AQ
2/2mAq0, the cross section is
expressed through the light - cone projection of the ground state nuclear density matrix,
ρNA (α), that is the integral over all components of the interacting nucleon four momentum
except α ≡ p−/(mA/A), where p− = p0− (~p · ~q)/|~q|. The ratio of the cross sections reaches
a plateau at x(Q2) corresponding to the scattering off a nucleon with minimal momentum
∼ kF indicating that the dominance of two nucleon SRC sets in just above the Fermi sur-
face. (d) Observation of the precocious αt.n. scaling indicates that RA is equal to the ratio
of the light-cone density matrices of the nucleus and deuteron. It also strongly indicates
that SRCs of the baryon charge two are predominantly built of two nucleons rather than
some exotic states. It is worth noting here that the correspondence between the light cone
and nonrelativistic wave functions is pretty straightforward. Hence the results for the ratio
of wave functions in the region where pair correlations dominate should be close.
To probe directly the structure of the SRCs it is advantageous to study a decay of SRC
after one nucleon of the SRC is removed which is described by the nuclear decay function
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Universality of 2N SRC is confirmed by Jlab experiments!
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at large x, where scattering from nucleons below the
Fermi momentum is forbidden. If these high-momentum
components are related to two-nucleon correlations (2N-
SRCs), then they should yield the same high-momentum
tail whether in a heavy nucleus or a deuteron.
The first detailed study of SRCs in inclusive scattering
combined data from several measurements at SLAC [12],
so the cross sections had to be interpolated to identical
kinematics to form the ratios. A plateau was seen in the
ratio (σA/A)/(σD/2) that was roughly A-independent for
A ≥ 12, but smaller for 3He and 4He. Ratios from Hall B
at JLab showed similar plateaus [13, 14] and mapped out
the Q2 dependence at lowQ2, seeing a clear breakdown of
the picture for Q2 < 1.4 GeV2. However, these measure-
ments did not include deuterium; only A/3He ratios were
available. Finally, JLab Hall C data at 4 GeV [15, 16]
measured scattering from nuclei and deuterium at larger
Q2 values than the previous measurements, but the deu-
terium cross sections had limited x coverage. Thus, while
there is significant evidence for the presence of SRCs
in inclusive scattering, clean and precise ratio measure-
ments for a range of nuclei are lacking.
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FIG. 2: Per-nucleon cross section ratios vs x at θ=18◦.
Figure 2 shows the A/D cross section ratios for the
E02-019 data at a scattering angle of 18◦. For x > 1.5,
the data show the expected near-constant behavior, al-
though the point at x = 1.95 is always high because the
2H cross section approaches zero as x → MD/Mp ≈ 2.
This was not observed before, as the previous SLAC ra-
tios had much wider x bins and larger statistical uncer-
tainties, while the CLAS took ratios to 3He.
Table I shows the ratio in the plateau region for a range
of nuclei at all Q2 values where there was sufficient large-
x data. We apply a cut in x to isolate the plateau region,
although the onset of scaling in x varies somewhat with
Q2. The start of the plateau corresponds to a fixed value
of the light-cone momentum fraction of the struck nu-
cleon, αi [1, 12]. However, αi requires knowledge of the
initial energy and momentum of the struck nucleon, and
so is not directly measured in inclusive scattering. Thus,
the plateau region is typically examined as a function of
x or α2n, which corresponds to αi under the approxi-
mation that the photon is absorbed by a single nucleon
from a pair of nucleons with zero net momentum [12]. We
take the A/D ratio for xmin < x < 1.9, such that xmin
corresponds to a fixed value of α2n. The upper limit is
included to avoid the deuteron kinematic threshold.
TABLE I: r(A,D) = (2/A)σA/σD in the 2N correlation re-
gion (xmin < x < 1.9). We choose a conservative value of
xmin = 1.5 at 18
◦, which corresponds to α2n = 1.275. We use
this value to determine the xmin cuts for the other angles.
The last column is the ratio at 18◦ after the subtraction of
the estimated inelastic contribution (with a systematic uncer-
tainty of 100% of the subtraction).
A θ=18◦ θ=22◦ θ=26◦ Inel.sub
3He 2.14±0.04 2.28±0.06 2.33±0.10 2.13±0.04
4He 3.66±0.07 3.94±0.09 3.89±0.13 3.60±0.10
Be 4.00±0.08 4.21±0.09 4.28±0.14 3.91±0.12
C 4.88±0.10 5.28±0.12 5.14±0.17 4.75±0.16
Cu 5.37±0.11 5.79±0.13 5.71±0.19 5.21±0.20
Au 5.34±0.11 5.70±0.14 5.76±0.20 5.16±0.22
〈Q2〉 2.7 GeV2 3.8 GeV2 4.8 GeV2
xmin 1.5 1.45 1.4
At these high Q2 values, there is some inelastic contri-
bution to the cross section, even at these large x values.
Our cross section models predicts that this is approxi-
mately a 1–3% contribution at 18◦, but can be 5–10% at
the larger angles. This provides a qualitative explanation
for the systematic 5–7% difference between the lowest Q2
data set and the higher Q2 values. Thus, we use only the
18◦ data, corrected for our estimated inelastic contribu-
tion, in extracting the contribution of SRCs.
The typical assumption for this kinematic regime is
that the FSIs in the high-x region come only from rescat-
tering between the nucleons in the initial-state correla-
tion, and so the FSIs cancel out in taking the ratios [1–
3, 12]. However, it has been argued that while the ratios
are a signature of SRCs, they cannot be used to provide
a quantitative measurement since different targets may
have different FSIs [17]. With the higher Q2 reach of
these data, we see little Q2 dependence, which appears
to be consistent with inelastic contributions, supporting
the assumption of cancellation of FSIs in the ratios. Up-
dated calculations for both deuterium and heavier nuclei
are underway to further examine the question of FSI con-
tributions to the ratios [18].
Assuming the high-momentum contribution comes en-
tirely from quasielastic scattering from a nucleon in an
n–p SRC at rest, the cross section ratio σA/σD yields
the number of nucleons in high-relative momentum pairs
relative to the deuteron and r(A,D) represents the rela-
tive probability for a nucleon in nucleus A to be in such
Per nucleon cross section ratio at Q2=2.7 GeV2
E2-019  -2011
Amazingly good agreement between 
the  three (e,e’) analyses for a2 (A) 7Figure 4: Comparison of the first determination of a2(A) based on t e analysis of the SLAC
data [33]with the most recent Jlab measurements [36].
[15, 16]. In the two-nucleon SRC approximation the decay function is imply express d
through the density matrix as the removal of one of the nucleons of the correlation results
in the release of the second nucleon with probability of one. A series of the experiments
was performed at BNL and JLab which studied (p,2p), (e,e’p) reactions in the kinematics
where a fast proton of the nucleus is knocked out (see review and references in [37, 6]).
In spite of very different kinematics – removal of forward moving nucleon in the 12C(p,2p)
case and backward moving proton in the 12C(e,e’p) case, different probes and different
momentum transfer −t ≈ 5 GeV2 and Q2 = 2 GeV2 – the same pattern of the neutron
emission was observed: the neutron is emitted with a probability ∼ 90% in the direction
approximately opposite to the initial proton direction with the correlation setting in very
close to kF (C) ∼ 220 MeV/c. The JLab experiment observed in the same kinematics
both proton and neutron emission in coincidence with e′p and found the probability of the
proton emission to be about 1/9 of the neutron probability. Hence the data confirm our
theoretical expectation that removal of a fast nucleon is practically always associated with
the emission of the nucleon in the opposite direction with the SRC contribution providing
the dominant component of the nuclear WF starting close to the Fermi momentum. The
large pn/pp ratio also confirms the standard expectation of the nuclear physics that short-
range interactions are much stronger in the isospin zero channel than in the isospin one
channel and hence are much more sensitive to the pion-like exchange. Saturation of the
probability provides an independent confirmation of the conclusion that at least up to
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momenta ∼ 500÷ 600 MeV/c, SRC predominantly consist of two nucleons.
A word of caution is necessary here. In the standard nuclear physics approach the
intermediate ∆ isobars play an important role in the I = 1 interaction channel. Usually
they are absorbed into the definition of the low energy NN potential. However in the case
of hard exclusive process the N∆ SRCs are resolved and may show up and be comparable
to pp SRCs.
The structure of SRC depends on x,Q2 and M2. Here M2 is the mass range allowed
for the decay of SRC. For M close to 2mN possible exotic states enter into parameters of
effective low energy Hamiltonian. With increase of M exotic states may reveal themselves
in the decay of SRC. ThusM−2mN plays the role of the resolution and increasing resolution
allows one to investigate some properties of superdense matter which is present in the inner
core of neutron stars. Note here that the allowed phase volume was much larger in the
BNL A(p,2pn) experiment. So the consistency of two experiments suggests that increase of
the resolution does not lead to a drastic change in the structure of the short range nuclear
structure.
7 Short-range correlations in nuclei and the A-dependence
of the hadronic EMC effect
We will show below that the strength of the deformation of the bound nucleon WF as
compared to the free nucleon WF is proportional to its off-shellness. At x < 0.7 where the
Fermi motion effects are small it is possible to average over nucleon momenta and conclude
that the deformation of the structure function of a bound nucleon should be proportional
to the nucleon average kinetic energy TA. Since TA is dominated by the contribution of the
short range correlations [31] in nuclei we can roughly estimate the A-dependence of TA from
the measurements the ratio of the high momentum components in the nuclei and in the
deuteron - a2(A). This ratio is equal to the ratio of the nucleus and the deuteron inclusive
(e,e’) cross sections in the x region of 1.4 < x < 1.8 where it exhibits a Q2 independent
plateau - (see discussion in Section 6 and in particular Eq.35).
This information can be used to predict the A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect
for x = 0.5 ÷ 0.7 where nucleon Fermi motion is small for F2N (x,Q2) ∝ (1 − x)n, n = 2
corresponding to the SLAC/Jlab kinematics (cf. Fig.2). Since the Fermi motion is a
few % correction which is proportional to the average TA and most of the kinetic energy
originates from the SRCs the overall A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect including
Fermi motion effect should be approximately proportional to a2(A)− 1.
One can see from Figs. 5 that the A-dependence of the ”hadronic” EMC effect for
x = 0.5 is indeed consistent with the A-dependence of a2(A) − 1. It is worth noting here
that in [38, 16] it was assumed that all x ≥ 0.4 EMC effect is due to the contribution of
the SRCs. (Note here that nucleons belonging to mean field give up to 20% contribution
to TA, leading to a deviation of the A-dependence of TA and a2(A).)
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Figure 5: The solid line is the result of calculation taking into account the equivalent
photon effect and the effect of proper definition of x. The dashed line is the contribution
of the hadronic EMC effect due to SRCs normalized for large A with the A-dependence
∝ a2(A) − 1 with a2(A) from taken from the JLab measurement [36]. The ratio data are
from [23, 5].
The data at x = 0.6 and x = 0.7 where the Fermi motion effect is practically zero
for the SLAC kinematics are also consistent with hadronic EMC effect been proportional
to a2(A) − 1. To illustrate this proportionality we calculate the difference between the
standard model without Fermi motion and the data, which we denote as ∆(A) and plot it
as a function of a2(A)−1 – Fig. 6. The data are consistent with ∆(A) ∝ a2(A)−1 though
more accurate data would be highly desirable.
To analyze the A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect at x > 0.5 we need to take
into account the nucleon Fermi motion effect which rapidly increases with x for x ≥ 0.55
and which is ∝ TA in the discussed x-range (Eq.17) and results including Fermi motion
– dashed curves in Fig. 2a, 2b). One can see that the difference between dashed curves
and the data is much larger than the difference between the standard model without
Fermi motion and the data already for x=0.6. This implies right away that the hadronic
EMC effect is roughly ∝ TA. To check it with a better accuracy we can focus on the
A-dependence of the difference between the standard model without Fermi motion and the
data, which we denote as ∆(A). In Fig. 6 it is plotted as a function of a2(A) − 1. The
data are consistent with ∆(A) ∝ a2(A) − 1 though more accurate data would be highly
desirable. Thus we conclude that in the range: 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 the hadronic EMC effect
is approximately proportional to the probability of two nucleon correlations in nuclei or
practically equivalently to the average nucleon kinetic energy of nucleon in nucleus.
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Figure 6: A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect for x = 0.6 and x = 0.7. The data are
from [23].
For larger x this pattern should break down since the expansion in powers of (1-x) breaks
down. In fact for x ∼ 1 we expect F2A/F2 2H ∝ a2(A) rather than F2A/F2 2H − 1 ∝ a2(A).
Theoretical and phenomenological arguments in favor of the similarity of the A-dependence
of the EMC effect and the two nucleon SRCs were first presented in [19, 16] for x ≥ 0.5.
New data on the A-dependence of SRCs allowed to demonstrate proportionality of the
EMC effect to the probability of the two nucleon correlations in nuclei without employing
model for the A-dependence of SRCs [39]. The authors assumed that the SRCs dominate
the EMC effect for the RA(xp) ratio for all x. They focused on the x-slope of the ratio
in the x = 0.35 − 0.7 range which is less sensitive to the absolute normalization of the
data assuming that the data can be fitted as a linear function of x. As we have seen above
accounting for the standard model effects (which in most of the range studied in [39] consti-
tutes less than 20% of the difference of RA(xp) from unity) does not change this conclusion
qualitatively. Still it may suggest that the A-dependence of the hadronic component of the
EMC effect between A = 4 and A = 200 is somewhat stronger than given purely by SRCs.
As we discussed already in section 3 the Fermi motion effect is very different for mod-
erate and large Q2. Assuming that the hadronic EMC effect can be described by the
deformation of the bound nucleon wave function which is to the first approximation pro-
portional to TA we can estimate deviation of Rb(x,Q
2) = F bound2N (x,Q
2)/F free2N (x,Q
2) from
unity assuming factorization of the correction to the EMC ratio as a product of the nu-
cleon modification effect and the Fermi motion and correcting for the x-scale and Coulomb
effects. For n = 2 and x > 0.7 (n = 3 and x > 0.6 this procedure breaks down since in
the convolution larger than average nucleon momenta contribute leading to overestimate
of 1− Rb(x,Q2) for such x. A separate analysis is required for this kinematics which will
be presented elsewhere.
The estimate of 1−Rb(x,Q2) is presented in Fig. 7 based on the analysis of the SLAC
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Figure 7: Estimate of the ratio of the bound and free nucleon structure functions in medium
and heavy nuclei as a function of x.
data[23] for moderate Q2 and BCDMS [24] and NMC [25] data for large Q2.
We see that deformation rapidly grows with increase of x starting at x ∼ 0.5. There
is a trend for the higher Q2 data to indicate a stronger deformation of the bound nucleon
wave function which may indicate a difference in the leading and higher twist effects in the
interaction with the bound nucleon. However the errors of the high Q2 data are very large
for x ≥ 0.55, see Fig. 2.
Since the bound nucleon deformation effect is small up to x ∼ 0.5 and the probability
of having a quark in a nucleon with x > 0.5 is ∼ 2 · 10−2 we conclude that the EMC
effect probes very rare deformations of bound nucleons. The deviations from the discussed
approximation on the level of 2−−3% at x ∼ 0.2÷ 0.4 cannot be excluded experimentally
so one can only conclude that the accuracy of the approximation where nucleus consists of
nucleons whose structure function coincides with that for free ones (+ equivalent photons)
is on the level of few % for x ≤ 0.5 where the contribution of the mean field approximation
to the nucleus WF dominates.
Our analysis also allows to put an upper limit
ηpi(A ∼ 200) ≤ 5.0%. (37)
on the fraction of energy carried by pion constituents of nuclei assuming that all deviation
of RA(x ∼ 0.6, Q2 ∼ 5GeV2) from the standard model is due to the pion field.
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8 Constraints on the models of the EMC effect
In this section we briefly summarize the constraints on the possible mechanism of the
hadronic EMC effect and confront different classes of models of the EMC effect with these
constraints. Majority of models ignore the effects described by the standard model and
hence should be modified to account for the QCD dynamics to describe data. So we restrict
our discussion by consideration of constraints on the basic features of these models. The
most important of these constraints are obtained from the following:
• Additivity of nucleon structure functions as a function of Bjorken x follows from QCD
dynamics of hard processes and parton structure of nucleons and nuclei to the extent
that non-nucleonic degrees of freedom can be ignore leading to RA(x,Q
2) close to
one.
• Probability conservation: the baryon and momentum sum rules.
• Difference between the fraction of nucleus momentum and nucleon carried by equiv-
alent photons is accurately calculated in QED.
• The hadronic EMC effect is small for x < 0.5 and for larger x rapidly increases with
increasing x, see Fig. 7.
• The A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect is rather close to the A-dependence
of the the short-range internucleon correlations, cf. discussion in section 7.
• High probability of short-range correlations ∼ 20÷ 25% and dominance of the nucle-
onic degrees of freedom (> 80%) in the correlations, cf. brief review of existing data
in section 6.
• No enhancement of the antiquark distribution in nuclei is present for x ∼ 0.1 with
accuracy ≈ 1% [3].
• Q2-dependence of the magnetic form factor of bound nucleons with small momenta
is very close to that of free nucleons [40].
Seemingly natural treatment of the EMC effect within the standard nuclear physics
approaches is to explicitly include mesonic degrees of freedom in the nuclear wave function.
Pions with small momenta ≈ mpi relevant for the Chiral QCD Lagrangian give insignificant
contribution into antiquark distribution at x ≥ 0.2. However a significant enhancement of
the pion field of nuclei at large pion momenta as compared to the system of free nucleons
was found for example in [41]. Within the nonrelativistic nuclear theory where inner motion
is unrelated to the c.m. motion this prediction may be translated into light cone dynamics
where the fraction of nucleus momentum (scaled by 1/A) carried by a pion is given by the
formulae: k3/mN where k3 is the projection of pion momentum on the direction supplied by
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photon momentum. Prediction of the enhancement of pion field at large pion momenta is in
variance with the lack of modification of the antiquark distribution in the nuclei observed in
the measurement of the Drell Yan pairs [3]. To fit the data on the EMC effect authors need
to assume that mesons carry ηpi ∼ 4% fraction of the nucleus light cone momentum which
is hardly consistent with experimental restrictions on antiquark distribution in nuclei. The
models which describe nucleus wave function by a vertex function with interacting nucleon
off mass shell and the residual system on mass shell, are effectively in the same category
as they have to compensate the violation of the momentum sum rule by introducing an
additional (presumably mesonic) component in the nucleus wave function. These models
typically predict an enhancement of the antiquark u¯+ d¯ distribution in nuclei of the order
of 10–20% at x ∼ 0.1 , while according to the data [3] q¯A/q¯N ≤ 1 for this x-range (the
absolute accuracy of these measurements is of the order of 1% ).
Another class of nuclear models is mean field models where a nucleon is treated as
moving in the self consistent field of other nucleons with a deformation of a bound nucleon
(nucleon swelling, ...) independent from nucleon momentum (for a review and references
see [42]). These models ignore the experimental observation of SRCs in nuclei, and they
do not provide an explanation for the similarity of the A-dependence of the hadronic EMC
effect to the A-dependence of the two nucleon SRCs. The similarity of the Q2-dependence
of the nucleon magnetic form factors of the low momentum bound nucleons to that of the
free nucleons is not reconciled in these models with the large hadronic EMC effect. The
fast onset of the hadronic EMC effect with x for x > 0.5 and lack of the significant effect
at smaller x were not predicted in these models.
In a number of models it was assumed that nonnucleonic configurations – six quark
configurations, ∆ isobars, etc – are present in nuclei with significant probability. If the
SRCs were an incoherent superposition of nucleonic and non-nucleonic configurations one
would not be able to generate an EMC effect larger than 20% of the probability of the
SRCs, which is ≤ 5%. This is clearly insufficient to explain the strength of the EMC effect
of the order of 15% for x ≥ 0.6 and A ≥ 40. If one would assume that there exist both
nucleonic SRC and exotic configurations with a probability ≥ 20%, necessary to fit the
EMC effect, the number of nucleons below the Fermi surface would drop below 60% which
is hardly consistent with the current experience of the nuclear physics.
To summarize, the common perception that there exist plenty of successful models of
the EMC effect mostly arises from treating the EMC effect as an isolated phenomenon
ignoring the totality of the constraints which were obtained from the studies of the hard
nuclear phenomena in the past 20 years. At the moment there seems to be no viable
alternative to the scenarios where the EMC effect is associated with modifications of rare
quark-gluon configurations selected by hard probe, and which become larger with increase
of the bound nucleon momentum.
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9 How nuclear medium modifies nucleon breathing
9.1 Deformations of bound nucleon wave function within QCD
A solution proposed in [38] is the mechanism where hard scattering off quarks selects at
x ≥ 0.5 rare quark-gluon configurations in bound nucleons and that the deformation of the
bound nucleon WF is enhanced for such rare configurations. The mechanism is based on
two fundamental and well established properties of QCD.
Any characteristics of a composite system should fluctuate and depend on the process.
The textbook example in QED (the abelian gauge theory) is the hydrogen atom where the
calculation of moments of the hydrogen radius finds that 〈< rn〉 = ∫ d3rrnψ2(r) differs
from 〈r〉n. An example of observed fluctuations in QCD is the significant difference be-
tween the electric and axial radii of the proton: 〈r2e.m.〉1/2 =0.85 fm, 〈r2axial〉1/2 ≈ 0.65 fm.
The fluctuations of strength of interaction also play a key role in the explanation of the
phenomenon of high energy inelastic diffraction. One can prove that in QCD as in QED
interaction of a hadron in a small size configuration with a hadron target is much weaker
than in an average configuration.
Two patterns of fluctuations of interactions are well understood in QCD. One type of
fluctuations arises as the consequence of the dependence of interaction on the spatial size of
color neutral configuration. This pattern is observed in particular in the color transparency
phenomenon, for the recent review see
reveals in pion-nucleus interaction in the form of color transparency phenomenon in
coherent production of two jets , cf.review and corresponding references in [43].
Another pattern of fluctuations of strengths of interaction follows from the dependence
of interaction on the representation of color group of SUc(3) characterizing constituents in
color space. This property is well known in respect to the invariant charge as the depen-
dence of Casimir operators of color group SUc(3) on representation:the ratio of Casimir
operators for octet and triplet representations: F 2(8)/F 2(3) = 9/4. These fluctuations are
important for hard processes which we discuss in the next subsection. In the low energy
processes instant interaction is averaged out and cannot reveal itself. On the contrary it
follows from the QCD factorization theorem that a hard probe selects particular instan-
taneous quark-gluon configuration in a hadron target. Another feature of QCD is that
the number of constituents is decreasing with decrease of the overall size. (Last prop-
erty reveals itself in the x dependences of parton distributions, in the special high energy
processes, etc.)
Difference in the fluctuations of the wave function of a bound and free nucleon leads to
the deformation of its wave function. This phenomenon is well known in atomic physics
from the application of the variational principle to the hydrogen molecule, H2. At large
inter proton distances the main effect is swelling of the hydrogen WFs while at small
interproton distances the overall size of the hydrogen atoms is reduced [44].
The use of the variational principle allows us to understand the qualitative trend in
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QCD as well – probabilities of the quark-gluon configurations within a bound nucleon
for which attraction is weaker than in average, should be reduced, while probabilities of
configurations for which attraction is stronger than in average should be enhanced. (This
is a particular case of the application of the Le Chatelier’s principle.)
In [16] the expressions were derived for the reduction of the probability of the configu-
rations in bound nucleons which interact with strength much smaller than average:
〈δ〉 = 1 + 4〈U〉
∆E
, (38)
where 〈U〉 is the expectation value of the potential acting on a nucleon in the nucleus,
∆E = MN∗ −MN ∼ 400 ÷ 600MeV is characteristic energy of excitation of the nucleon.
Hence for a heavy nucleus a maximal suppression is of the order 20%. The calculation
of the suppression effect for the case of quark-gluon configurations for which strength of
interaction is smaller but still comparable to 〈U〉 requires use of a specific model, see [45].
One can use equations of motion to derive the dependence of the suppression on the
momentum of the bound nucleon [38]. In the lowest order in k2/mN∆E neglecting term
∝ A/∆E one finds
δ(k) = 1− 2k2/mN∆E. (39)
Eq.39 including the binding term can be written in a compact form if one substitutes
k2 in Eq.39 by
∆m2 = m2N − (pA − prec)2. (40)
where prec is the four momentum of the A-1 nucleon recoil system in the process where a
nucleon was removed from the nucleus. The possibility to rewrite Eq.38 in this form was
first pointed out in [46]. A detailed analysis which demonstrated validity of the formula
for the case of generic final state of the nucleus was performed in [31]. Note here that
Eq.39 naturally satisfies the requirement that the scattering amplitude when continued to
the pole where ∆m2 = 0, should coincide with the on-shell amplitude. Hence the linear
dependence on off-shellness for small ∆m2 should be valid for wide range of bound nucleon
deformation effects. In particular such a pattern is consistent with the measurements of
the deviation of the ratio GboundE /G
bound
M from the free value which was studied in the JLab
experiment [47].
9.2 Implications for nuclear pdfs at large x
The studies of the x-dependence of nucleon pdfs find a very different dependences on large x:
xVN (x,Q
2) ∝ (1−x)3, xq¯N (x,Q2) ∝ (1−x)7 and xGN (x,Q2) ∝ (1−x)5. This dependence
indicates that hard interaction with nucleon at x ≥ 0.6 selects quark - gluon configurations
in which antiquarks in the nucleon and in particular the meson field is suppressed. The
suppression of the interaction of nucleons in such configurations can be demonstrated in
the perturbative QCD and on the level of emission of mesons as suppression of the pion
emission by a small size configurations in a nucleon (see analysis in Appendix D of [16]).
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At the same time the analyses of low energy nucleon - nucleon interaction suggest that
the dominant contribution to the SRC for k ≤ 600 MeV/c originates from the I = 0, S = 1
channel where pion exchange plays a very important role (see e.g. [48]).
Combining this observation with the arguments of the previous subsection we conclude
that probability of configurations with large x partons should be suppressed in the bound
nucleons with the amount of the suppression comparable to the one given by Eq.38 which
is of correct magnitude to explain the EMC effect for x ∼ 0.6÷ 0.7.
In the limit when one can average over the Fermi motion of nucleons (x ≤ 0.6) we find
for the A-dependence of 〈δ〉:
1− 〈δ〉 = 〈2k2/∆E〉 ∝ TA/mN ∝ a2(A) (41)
Hence we conclude that for the discussed kinematics the hadronic EMC effect should be
proportional to a2(A) with a good accuracy which is indeed the case, see the discussion in
section 6.
9.3 Zooming on the nucleon polarization
The critical test of the discussed picture would be a study of the dependence of the nucleon
deformation on the nucleon momentum which for a large range of nucleon momenta should
be proportional to the square of the momentum of the struck nucleon.
The key experiment to test the discussed interpretation would be a measurement of
the tagged EMC effect [38], the process e+2 H → e+N +X with detection of the recoil
nucleon with light cone fraction α > 1. In this process one can measure the bound nucleon
structure function F bound2N (x/α). We expect that
1− F bound2N (x/α,Q2)/F2N (x/α,Q2) = f(x/α,Q2)δm2, (42)
with f(x/α,Q2) small for x/α < 0.5 and rapidly growing at larger x/α. A fast dependence
of the effect on x/α would make it easier to separate it from possible final state interaction
effects 6.
A priori the deformation of a bound nucleon can also depend on the angle φ between
the momentum of the struck nucleon and the reaction axis as
dσ
dΩ
〈 dσdΩ〉
= 1 + c(k, q). (43)
Here 〈σ〉 is cross section averaged over φ and dΩ is the phase volume and the factor c
characterizes non-spherical deformation. Correlation between the photon polarization and
~k direction is also possible.
6In the case of the experiments planned at Jlab one would have to address the issue of the role of the
higher twist effects for F2N (x ∼ 0.5, Q2).
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Such non-spherical polarization is well known in atomic physics. Contrary to QED de-
tailed calculations of this effect are not possible in QCD. However, a qualitatively similar
deformation of the bound nucleons should arise in QCD. One may expect that the defor-
mation of bound nucleon should be maximal in the direction of radius vector between two
nucleons of SRC. 7 The φ-dependent shape deformations of bound nucleons are averaged
out in the EMC effect for x < 0.7.
As we mentioned above a non-spherical nucleon deformation may be manifested in the
polarization effect in the process ~e+4He→ e+~p+3H where the the measured asymmetry
can be interpreted in terms of the deviation of ratio GE/GM for a bound nucleon from the
free value. It would be interesting to check whether the same pattern is observed for the
scattering off the deuteron, whether the linear dependence on ∆m2 extends up to larger
nucleon momenta and look for the dependence of the effect on the angle φ. Since the
deformation is expected to be strongest along the radius vector between the nucleons, one
may expect the deviations from the free nucleon case to be maximal for φ ∼ 0, pi.
10 Conclusions
Application of the baryon charge and momentum QCD sum rules allows us to prove that
the EMC effect is a genuine nuclear effect. To extract hadronic EMC effect from data one
should take into account the model independent effects. Additivity of the nucleus structure
functions follows from nuclear physics ideas if the Bjorken x is used for the scattering off
nuclei as dictated by the parton model and QCD. Account of QED requires to include the
equivalent photon component of the light-cone WF of the heavy nucleus. Comparison of
nuclear and deuteron structure functions at the same variable xp leads to underestimate
of the EMC effect for for all nuclei. At the same time the two effects we discussed mostly
compensate each other in the case of hadronic component of the EMC effect for heavy
nuclei.
The data indicate that the hadronic EMC effect is a predominantly a high x phe-
nomenon. The A-dependence of the hadronic EMC effect is consistent with the A-dependence
of the two nucleon correlations. The implementation of above mentioned effects impacts
also on the nucleon pdfs extracted from the data and in particular somewhat increases the
nuclear correction for extraction of F2n(x,Q
2) from the deuteron data.
We also emphasized that the presence of predominantly nucleonic SRC in nuclei to-
gether with the similar A-dependence of SRCs and the hadronic EMC effect, and lack
of the nuclear enhancement of antiquark distribution in nuclei, put strong constraints on
the mechanism of the EMC effect. These data pose a serious problem for the mean field
models where SRC are absent. At the same time they are consistent with the scenario of
the nucleon deformation occurring predominantly due to suppression of small size, large
7We are indebted to H. Bethe(1995) and V.Gribov(1993) who draw attention of one of us (MS) to this
effect.
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x configurations in the bound nucleons. It is based on the well established properties
of bound states in QCD: presence of fluctuations with strength of the interaction and of
quark-gluon content, and selection of the certain instantaneous quark-gluon configurations
by hard processes. Deformation of peripheral pion cloud of a nucleon is suppressed since
in low energy QCD pion-pion interaction is suppressed by high power of pion momentum.
It is important to perform further experimental measurements of the EMC ratio for
x ≥ 0.5 at large Q2 which will become feasible at JLab 12. Especially interesting would be
to study the ratio of the EMC effect in 48Ca and 40Ca since in this case the standard model
leads to the same nuclear effect. Moreover such research would provide a unique window
on the structure of neutron rich high density nuclear matter relevant for description of the
cores of the neutron stars.
The critical tests of the current ideas will be possible in the processes where momentum
of the struck nucleon is tagged. It is expected that effect should be proportional to the
nucleon off-shellness and may also depend on the direction between the momentum of the
struck nucleon and the virtual photon momentum (polarization).
It would also be interesting to analyze the role of the violation of the isotopic invariance
due to presence of the Coulomb field in nuclei and in particular the difference of the
momentum fraction carried by photons in protons and neutrons (ηγ(p) − ηγ(n) ≈ 0.2%)
and its role in the extraction the Weinberg angle from neutrino data[49].
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